222
4-ethoxy TMA
4-ethoxy-3,5 DMA
3C-E
±

5mg 3/21/77 11:25AM ATS
10mg 3/28/77 9:30AM ATS
15mg 4/1/77 10:30AM ATS
20mg 4/6/77 10:00AM ATS

-

no effect
dusty smell at [2:00] - n.e.
sl. aggressive driving - thats all. n.e.
sl. v.nice spaced day from [2:00] to maybe [5:00] ±?

+

30mg 4/9/77 9:00AM ATS =[0:00] at [1:00] a light, nice unworldliness - if
window - extremely quiet - I never saw it - no trace of body inadequacy normal physics - sl. ASC [1:15] lovely a peaceful state - something of the
intellectual stim of aleph-2 without the zoom [2:00] - a little teeth clench
begins - but still excellent high - I would comfortably explore 2x dose [3:00]
mental steady - physical more - [4:20] mental gone, largely - physical there
for a while yet - [9:00] all physical gone - overall - (+).

±

40mg 7/22/77 9:30AM=[0:00] [1:00 - 1:10] something [1:30] muscular shakes. slight mental but much heavier on physical. Inconclusive.

++ 50mg 11/8/77 9:00AM=[0:00][0:45] warm entry - something real [1:00] developing
-no noise [1:30] interesting stone - no brittleness at + or ++ - climbing
[2:00] an LSD-like intox. ≅ 60µg - window [with] edges of reality loss [3:30]
still at + or ++, the real mental make the physical trivial [4:00] call a # probably not able to run Rx or drive car [8:00] largely clear [10:00] clear.
++ 40mg 8/10/78 9:10AM=[0:00][0:40] aware of some effect.[1:00] a strange
(undefinable) but pleasant +. I hope it develops further. [1:30] subtle +
[2:00] real +; very little window as MDMA window [2:30] an unworldly +. very
much in control, but with an undertone of unreality that is vaguely
reminiscent of a quiet LSD. If there were a great deal more sensory, I might
not see it; and if I were in complete sensory quiet I would miss it too, but
just where I am, I can see it. Eerie state of awareness. Almost beth-like.
[2:45] an honest > +, even ++ of a fascinating, different state of C. Antierotic. [4:00] probably still at ++, normal appetite. vaguely unreal world
around me. [5:00] noticeable slipping. [6:00] substantially out [8:00] sober.
no residue.
++ 60mg 6/6/80 3:30PM=[0:00] AP ≡. [0:30] ATS aware, AP body effects [:40] some
visual, developing rapidly, nicely. AP bursts of color [:55] AP very
uncomfortable [with] body - well >> ++ - quite anxious - ATS to + or maybe
a bit more. [1:15] AP +++, shakes, quite concerned; ATS slow. [2:45] Kitchen
for juice - extremely erotic [7:00] up for food - ATS at [2-3] drifted and
relaxed into ++; never above. Easy fantasy - fair sleep at [9:00] me overall
++ AP at or above +++. 40mg probably proper dosage.

